Crisis Monster
by ET & the Boy

Chords (verse):   bm G A bm | bm G A bm | bm f#m G A | dm G dm - |
Chords (chorus):  am bm G bm | g f#m bm f#m | G em | G A |

Verse:
Someone has wakened it, shoulda let it slumber on
Don’t taste the sweetness of your crumbs ‘til they’re gone
Now its scales they are clanking, its eyes steely gray
Drop your slingshot and fall down and pray

Chorus:
And what shall we sacrifice to the crisis monster?
What will appease it with its massive angry jaws?
Will it eat a library, a bus?
Will it eat our school, will it eat us?

Verse:
Someone has wakened it, I know who and so do you
Poking with sticks, what were they trying to do?
You mess with a monster, it gets out of hand
Or was this always the plan?

Chorus (repeats)

Verse:
Someone invited it, now it’s growing day by day
Who said that feeding it would drive it away
This thing could keep eating us all bone by bone
Until we cry, “Leave us alone!”

Chorus:
And what won’t we sacrifice to the crisis monster?
Nothing will appease it with its massive angry jaws
It will eat a library, a bus
It will eat our school, it will eat us.